
Video sessions available for purchase 
at www.lifeway.com/BeautifulDesign

WATCH

COMPLETE THE VIEWER GUIDE BELOW 
AS YOU WATCH SESSION 1.

If the church must be anything, she must be a                                                 for 
the                                                 and the sexually                            .

She (the church) must be a                                 of safety and grace for the 
weary struggler, or we do not understand                                                        .

The phrase “in the beginning” means that there was                                      
                            there was time. 

God, according to the                            , is the only object that has 
no                                        .

God is the primary                                  in everything that                                .

Throughout the Scriptures, God                                in the small, the                       , 
and the                              .

The biggest questions of                               ,                               , and                                
can now be studied and understood. 

We are                               .

You and I, as                                beings, are not the                               . 

Because we are                               , we are not the                                of it all.

Because we have a                               , that Creator has created us with a  
                               in mind.

God doesn’t                               . 

If there’s not a fixed                               , there is no way to know                                
you’re actually going. 
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WATCH

COMPLETE THE VIEWER GUIDE BELOW 
AS YOU WATCH SESSION 2.

Because we are                                  and not the                                 , we are not 
the measure of anything. We are not the                                 !

How the world actually                                  and what’s best for human 
                                  are inseparably linked to God being the                                  
of all things.

The                                                     is God’s investment in humanity of God like 
glory and moral capacity to                            and                            the earth as 
His                                 .

God gives us                                  and                                  over the  
created order.

We have a                                  with one another that is                                   
than our relationship with the rest of the                                  
                                 .

We must fight for racial                                  and racial                                 .

The imago Dei is also why we fight for and work toward complete  
                                                                 .

Men must think                                  of women and push against the stereotypes 
of women as mere                                                  or  
                                 put here for our                                  and                                 .

Men must think biblically of women and                         them as                                  
and                          , daughters of the King, and glorious, not dismissing them  
                                 or robbing them of the right to                             their  
                    within God’s beautiful design. 

Women, whether                         or                        , must think rightly about being  
                                 of God made in His                      and fulfilling 
His                                 .
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R E S POND

Women must think biblically about men and push against the  
                                 of men as idiot                                 . 

Women must think biblically and have high                                  for how men 
approach them and honor them as                             .

Whether married or single, you                            God. 

DISCUSS THE VIDEO SEGMENT USING THE QUESTIONS BELOW. 

What statement or idea stood out to you from the video teaching?

If a friend said to you, “I think being created in the image of God means 
that people are basically good,” how would you respond to them? What 
Scriptures could you refer to for help? 

When you consider Genesis 1:26-28, what are some of the unique 
privileges and responsibilities entrusted to God’s image bearers?

Why are we called to “be fruitful and multiply”? 

How do we exercise dominion over the earth? How have you observed 
individuals misuse this responsibility?

In what ways do we dishonor the image of God in ourselves and others? 
What kinds of thoughts, behaviors, or attitudes devalue or belittle God’s 
design for the created order?

What are some of the stereotypical views that our culture holds about 
masculinity and femininity? 

How do contradictory voices in our culture distract us from seeing each 
other as image bearers?

Have you ever been uncomfortable or felt devalued in a group setting? 
What type of person might be uncomfortable in your church because of 
whom you tend to value? 

COMPLETE THE PERSONAL STUDY FOR SESSION 2  
BEFORE THE NEXT GROUP EXPERIENCE. 

session 2: in His image       25
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WATCH

COMPLETE THE VIEWER GUIDE BELOW 
AS YOU WATCH SESSION 3.

Headship is the unique                                  of the man in the work of  
                                                           for human                                 .

Headship plays out in three arenas: the                         , the                           , 
the                            .

The task given to the man in light of where he has been placed by God is to  
                           and                            Eden.

The man cultivates first and foremost in his                           . 

The man exercises headship in the home in three ways:

1.                                                            for his wife. 

2.                                                                   for his home.

3.                                 .

My                                  mirror what it means to be a man for my wife and my 
children more so than my                                  do.

We’ve been hardwired as men to                  and                             . 

By being                         , that does not give you some                              
                                 over any other woman. 

Single men image headship with                                  authority by serving and 
protecting women as                                 .

Single men image headship with borrowed authority by seriously  
                                                                                      to marry unless one has the 
call or the gift of                                 . 
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WATCH

COMPLETE THE VIEWER GUIDE BELOW 
AS YOU WATCH SESSION 4.

When they (Adam and Eve) decided to be their own gods, the  
                                 and perfection of creation was utterly                      .

This passage accounts for every bit of               the world has ever known.

Sin is not just cosmic in scope. It is also                 . It has                manhood.

Even the most godly men you know are but a faint             of true manhood.

When sin infects the heart of a man, it works its way out in                                   
                                 and                                                         . 

Passivity is                                                   something other than what God 
desires and designed them to pursue.

The tentacles of selfish passivity reach into                                of our lives.

Refusal to                          God  

Engaging in                          instead of reality 

                        in a moment where words are needed 

                        -making or complaining

Disorganization and                                 

Hiding            

                         

                       

Because of sin, headship is now inclined to ungodly                                 ,  
to                                 , and to                                 .

                                                              

Thoughtless                                                       

Withholding                                                        

Using money, power, etc., to             others                               

                          Watching others                                 
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WATCH

COMPLETE THE VIEWER GUIDE BELOW 
AS YOU WATCH SESSION 5.

The                     from God to dry bones is, “I’ll put you back                       .”

Where there is sin, that sin is                        to                       , and where there is 
death, there is the                     of                      wherever that sin is playing out. 

Where (these sins) are                         , rather than the aroma of the gospel and 
life and flourishing, you get the stench of death and a                                          . 

In Christ, we have been                        from the                     .

God gives to us the Holy Spirit to                            the inner man to pursue our 
God-given place as walking in                          .

This is the Lord’s                             and command, but you will not be able to do it. 
You will                .

If you understand that                           has been given to you in Christ and what 
God has called you to is                          , then you can get up and start pur-
suing                          .

Perfection has been                           . Pursuit is                          by the Holy Spirit. 

It’s of great irony that                           to be more of a man than you are actually 
makes you less of a man than you are.

Find a man who                    know and ask. 

Have a                             with your                     . 

As your wife                                 , as your children begin to understand the things 
of the Lord, you begin to understand that all of this is                          it.
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WATCH

COMPLETE THE VIEWER GUIDE BELOW 
AS YOU WATCH SESSION 6.

He creates               woman.

It would have been considered                         that a man would leave his  
                    and hold fast to his                .

The purpose of woman is: being a                     fit for him.

When the word ezer in Hebrew is used, it is most often used for how              
engages with               . 

God being called                          throughout the Scriptures brings                       
to the position of helper. Since God has been called the Helper, a helper cannot be 
inherently                         . 

Helper denotes someone                      the one with                    responsibility.

“Fit for him” leads us to the idea of                                  relationship.

The amount of                          God has given women, wives in particular, on the 
souls and hearts of their husbands is                           .

Never sacrifice                          for                          , especially not in the cove-
nant of marriage.

Be an expert in his                          . Don’t be an expert in his                             .

Women are not only needed and necessary, but they are                            and  
                            in the life of the church.

In the Old Testament, the blessing was                          . In the New Testament, 
the blessing was                           . 

                       and                      your gifts to make disciples for the glory of God.

Be the type of woman who is iron that                       the iron of your                    
and male                   .
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WATCH

COMPLETE THE VIEWER GUIDE BELOW 
AS YOU WATCH SESSION 7.

The                  of childbirth is a reminder, according to the Scriptures, that the 
world is                     , and there is a longing for something more. 

Now that              has entered the cosmos,                                            now 
rule the feminine heart.

“Your desire shall be for your                        , and he shall rule over you.”

You can desire                     things, but if you elevate those desires beyond where 
they were supposed to be, the desire becomes                        , and you become  
                         to the desire.

Most women set up men as idols and look to them to provide                             , 
                            , and                              what only               can provide. 
Apart from Christ, men                        women in return, hence the modern coping 
mechanisms of independent self-sufficiency and control for dealing with that male 
oppression.

                             is the disordered desire for approval and validation.

A woman then becomes                           by comparing intellect, beauty, body 
composition, style, and fashion.

An untrue image of oneself will always lead to                                 
and                              .

Women, with their words and attitudes, can                              the human race.

God                      gossip and slander.

                              is the disordered desire for righteousness and perfection 
apart from Christ.

Where perfection is not attained, they are                           .

You don’t have to be a perfect wife to be a                     wife. You don’t have to be 
a                           mom to be a great mom.

We take on the perfection made available to us in                                               .
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WATCH

COMPLETE THE VIEWER GUIDE BELOW 
AS YOU WATCH SESSION 8.

Giving our hearts to Jesus does not mean that the rest of our days will have 
no                        .

                                                doesn’t mean we all live in the ’burbs safe and 
sound with kids who are obedient.

Of all places on earth, the                    should be that place where it’s           
to not be           . 

When we’re talking about                      and               , we’re talking about what 
                   and                       our sin. 

Where we place our                 matters.

Jesus is the                     /                      of our faith.

You didn’t               Jesus; He found              . 

When we take our eyes off ourselves and fix them on Jesus, there is a new kind of 
                         and                           but also an explosion of                            
because I know I can’t, but I know He can.

Jesus is also the                            or                           of our faith. 

God shapes and forms faith in the hearts of believers by the                        power 
of the                                        and through                and                       .

There are times that                          aren’t there to be                        , but are 
there as a measure of God’s                      .

God doesn’t love the                        version of you any more than He loves the 
version of you right now.

When Jesus died on the cross for our sins, He                              out the debt we 
owed because of our sins. 

Wherever in the Gospels you see Jesus being                     , that is                       
to you. 

You are a slave to whatever is                         to you.

What happens on the cross is you are                         out of that slavery into the  
                      Christ affords.
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WATCH

COMPLETE THE VIEWER GUIDE BELOW 
AS YOU WATCH SESSION 9.

Our culture right now is pulling on you in ways that pull you away from what is  
                           and                        .

The culture is a                                          pulling us all the more away from God.

Since the days are                  , let’s make the most of our                   . 

We come in                     and                  , and we come together and just                  
for a bit together.

6 HOPES
1.  We would fix our                on Jesus, the                       and                      of 

our faith.

Sacrificial love will sit on your shoulders as an                           of God all the 
days of your life.

It’s hard to be called to                            in a world full of little                 .

Without the gospel, there will be no mutual                             .

2.  We would trust the Bible is our                           and that every command 
and implication in the Bible is meant to lead us to                     and lead us 
to                 .

3. We would take biblical manhood                     and celebrate and                    it.

4. We would take biblical womanhood                      .

5. We would be deeply and visibly                 each other.

6.  How we interact with each other as husbands and wives and men and 
women would be a                        of                        in a depraved and 
broken                       .
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